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I have been a student of extraordinary achievement for over three decades.  
The subject fascinates me to this day.  What is the make up of the person to 
whom extraordinary achievement is a daily reality?  In the study of those 
high achievers, it has become clear that they avoid the obstacles that hinder 
their exceptional progress. What are the obstacles they avoid?  What are the 
pitfalls that they have strategically and deliberately overcome?  Below….the 
“dirty dozen”….  A listing of the crevasses that can halt forward progress.  It 
is the intent of this article to expose the traps so that we can self evaluate the 
grip that these obstacles may have on us.  You cannot combat what you 
cannot see, and so it is my hope that by seeing the enemy of high 
achievement we might battle the forces and overcome the strongholds that  
hold us back from being our best self.  
 
 

The Dirty Dozen 
 
 

 
Obstacle number one: 
Their own mental definition of possibility.  
The limited way we define possibility can be the greatest trap of all.  We do 
not seek what we deem impossible.  Most people think too small, but not 
high achievers.  They believe in big things.  They do not assume they know 
the answer.  They think….someone has done this….why not me, whey not 
now!  A small mind of possibility leads to small achievement.  Think big! 
 



Obstacle number two: 
A low threshold of pain…..a limited measure of resolve.  
Low achievers give up.  The heat raises, and they bail for cover.  Highly 
successful people have a high pain tolerance.  They are in it to the death.  
They have declared that if the ship goes down, they will be on it!  Sounds 
romantic, but in the real world it is less glamorous.  High achievers are 
tough.  They can stay calm when it all is flying around them.  They have no 
misconception about the scene.  On the arena floor you can get eaten alive, 
but they have declared that this is better than taking a safe seat in the third 
deck.  People who reach high achievement are fighters….to the death.  The 
white flag is not an option.  They are willing to pay a price for success.  
 
 
 
Obstacle number three: 
The standard they surround ourselves with.  
Extraordinary achievement surrounds itself with extraordinary people.  Line 
caught, chosen and sorted, versus net caught and brought on board without 
criteria or measure.  High achievers are deliberate with those they allow 
influence them.  They choose their company carefully.  They play the game 
with those whose game challenges their own.  They guard their mind.  Low 
achievers are anybody’s dog that will throw a stick.  They are unaware of the 
power of input and influence.  Their mind is a dry sponge as opposed to a 
table by the window with a reservation. High achievers are deliberate about 
who and what occupies not only the day….but the minute.   
 
Obstacle number four: 
A business model that is not sound.  
It would be hard to win the Indy 500 with a Volkswagen bug.  The vehicle 
makes a difference.  Wealth is this way.  Many a business fails because the 
model of the business is not built on sound economic principles.  High 
achievers in business are students of business.  They study margins, 
overhead, supply, demand, trends, cost of goods and services, and they make 
business decisions based on facts not on a whim or on feelings or on a 
hunch.  Business is well researched and like the gauges on an airplane, there 
are measures in place to tell where things are at any minute on any day.  
There is no accident to high achievement.  It is well researched and follows 
suit to basic economic realities.  
 
 



Obstacle number five: 
Lack of taking full responsibility.  
There is no passing the buck with high achievement.  They take full 
responsibility for the fall and the accent.  Victim speak does not exist…even 
when factors out of their control hit them squarely.  The only way to correct 
something is to first own it.  When the blame is squarely accepted, change 
can now occur.  If blame is deflected, change will not happen and the 
endeavor is doomed.  High achievers take responsibility completely and 
literally. In a world of entitlement and victimhood, the extraordinary 
achiever joins neither.  Their world, or the lack thereof, rests only on their 
shoulders.   
 
 
Obstacle number six: 
Lack of commitment to being the best. 
Simply put, the enemy of the great is the good.  High achievers know the 
difference.  They are ruthless critics of their own effort.  Being second is the 
same as not showing up.  They search and stretch for a drop in an ocean of 
orchestration.  If you will slack for a minute, you will slack for a lifetime.  
High achievers are taskmasters of excellence.  What you are in one thing is 
what you are in everything…so the saying goes.  Good enough does not 
count.  There is no such thing.  Every effort is signed as if it was a life work.   
They know their sport better than any other.  They have the answers because 
they have read, interviewed, asked questions, and studied.  Not knowing is a 
red alarm that drives knowing.  Ignorance is simply not acceptable.   
 
Obstacle number seven: 
At war with the inner circle. 
The battle is tough enough out there, so when the battle is also in camp, the 
endeavor is doomed.  Being on the same page with the inner circle is critical 
to success.  If your spouse or significant other does not want what you want, 
and is not supportive of your actions and committement then one of two 
things are inevitable.  The first is that the venture will not be worth the fight, 
or second the relationship will end causing emotional derailment.  Neither is 
a positive end.  Make sure that the inner circle shares your vision, 
commitment, and resolve, or at least is supportive of yours.  Without this, 
problems are sure to follow.  
 
 
 



 
 
 
Obstacle number eight: 
Fear of Failure. 
Highly successful people fear regret more than they fear failure.  They fear 
inaction more than action.  High achievers have an ego tied to process not 
destination.  Their working definition of “success” is tied only to an 
extraordinary effort not a specific outcome.  People of mediocrity fear 
humiliation, and therefore never begin for its possibility.  The greater 
humiliation for the high achiever is not having the guts to try.  As Roosevelt 
put it….”and if I fail, at least I will fail while daring greatly so that my place 
will never be among those cold and timid souls who know neither victory or 
defeat.”   
 
 
Obstacle number nine: 
Frozen by the overwhelming task: 
How do you eat an elephant???  Oh yes….one bite at a time.  Such is the 
philosophy of the extraordinary achiever.  And yet, those who sit at this table 
are few.  Most never begin.  They are a deer in the headlights.  The task is so 
great, and so they do nothing, where as in a mountain of chaos and unrelated 
parts, the high achiever cleans a corner and begins to work outward 
….methodically… undaunted… pacing as if in a marathon.   
 
 
Obstacle number ten: 
Subconscious sabotage to avoid the scrutiny and criticism of success. 
Most people find fault in celebrities, stars, and the highly successful.   In 
some way, their criticism justifies their own position.  It rationalizes their 
own position as if their place was by deliberate choice.  These critics, the 
great majority, say to themselves that they would not want such celebrity for 
all the pitfalls and perceived lack of sincerity, and for the very thought, the 
possibility is now an impossibility.  They have sabotaged their achievement 
by their own self assessment of those who have achieved, and yet their 
assessment was only a statement of their own self image.  Be careful the 
judgments you make, for the cast you put on others may mentally create a 
self fulfilling prophesy in you.  
 
 



 
 
Obstacle number eleven: 
Focus on the problem, not on the solution.  
The great achievers are looking where they’re going, not where they are.  
Their focus is solution based, not dwelling on the problem or its reality.  
High achievers have a short memory for “failure”. They garner the lesson 
and move on quickly.  They do not lie in their own shit; rather they get up 
and move on decisively.   
 
 
Obstacle number twelve: 
The head on collision.   
Everybody gets a fender bender now and then, but the highly successful, for 
the most part, avoid the head on collision.  Lawsuits that cost thousands and 
suck time and emotion, divorce, partner breakups, criminal behavior, stupid 
personal behavior, and all such things.  High achievers have a sense of 
defense.  They avoid the major crevasses that one never completely recovers 
from.  They keep it in play, down the fairway, and stay out of the major 
hazards. They do not self destruct.  They only pass when they can do so 
without crashing.  Intelligent aggression versus recklessness.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 


